
 
Year 2 English Tasks – Tuesday 23rd June 2020 

 

Today we will focus on describing our dream holiday destination and considering how we might get there! 

 

Parents: When writing a description your child should ideally choose one key aspect of the photograph, image or 

their picture which is most important to the place, so below in the photograph the pyramid in the background next 

to the Nile would be a good starting place, then moving on to describing the sky and the sea. The colours of these, 

how they have no clouds, what they think as they look at these things, what it makes them think and feel. It is 

essential to use descriptive language to develop a mental image of what they are describing, so you could close your 

eyes and bring what is being described into your imagination. Below is an example or two of how to use adjectives 

and expanded noun phrases. You might also encourage your child to consider how to open sentences without using 

the same opening. 

 

e.g. Also… Next… In addition… Another…  The deep, blue sky is… 

 

 

Children:  As you write the description of your chosen dream holiday location remember that you need to include 

the following: 

 

Adjectives- describing words to describe the different parts of your picture what you can, see, hear and feel (e.g. 

amazing, wonderful, super, azure blue). 

 

Expanded noun phrases- words of description with the object you are describing (e.g. deep, blue sea). 

 

Different ways to open your sentences to help your writing to flow (e.g. Next… Also… In addition… The deep, blue 

sky is… Another…). 

 

1. Explain how you will get to your dream holiday. 

 

For example: 

Will you have to travel overseas? Would you take the plane? Would you travel by ship? Would you have to 

travel in the car first? 

 

2. Find a photograph of the place you would like to visit or use your drawing from yesterday’s work. Write a 

description of the place in as much detail as you can. 

 

 
A pyramid in Egypt 

 

Remember to include: 

*Detail of what you can see using adjectives (e.g. enormous pyramid) 

*Expanded noun phrases (e.g. deep, blue sea) 

*Different sentence openings 



 

Think about what you might describe first, in other words the key aspect or feature of the place you would 

like to visit, then consider the next most important or noticeable part of the place you would like to go. 

This way your description will flow nicely. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


